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2021 Jayco 267bhs Bunk House

Eli Cork (925)243-9000

View this car on our website at protrucksplus.com/7105934/ebrochure

 

Our Price $24,995
Specifications:

Year:  2021  

VIN:  1UJBJBP5M17W0652  

Make:  Jayco  

Model/Trim:  267bhs Bunk House  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Type:  Travel Trailer  

Exterior:  Silver

Jayco 267bhs - Bunkhouse
 

Like new Jayco bunkhouse model super slide travel
trailer.  One owner consignment rig used one trip from

Ohio and stored at Pro trucks ever since.  Very few
one-owner come around these days and this one is a

beauty. 

Double-sized bunks, large kitchen pantry, jack-knife
sofa, private toilet & tub/shower, outside kitchen,16'
power awning, and much more. A larger family or

group of friends can enjoy camping together in this
trailer thanks to the booth dinette and jack-knife

sofa slide providing more interior floor space and a
place for two or maybe more to sleep at night.

Double-sized bunks are a fun place to sleep when
you need four more spots, plus the privacy curtain will
come in handy. The private toilet and tub/shower will
keep everyone refreshed and the bathroom sink is

just outside the door allowing two people to get ready
at one time. The front bedroom offers the owners

privacy and there is dual access, two wardrobes, and
a queen bed to enjoy. The cook will find full amenities

indoors. Plus there is an outside kitchen to make
more meals!!

With any Jay Flight SLX 8 travel trailer by Jayco, you
will have a durable foundation with l-Class cambered
structural steel l-beams, a fully-integrated A-frame,
seamless roof material, and a Magnum Truss Roof

System with plywood decking for a 50% stronger roof
than any other in the industry. Also included

are Goodyear Endurance tires made in the USA, and
a front diamond plate to protect against road debris.

Inside, you will love the fresh interior design, the solid
hardwood cabinet doors, the 81-inch tall ceiling, the

energy-saving LED lighting, and the storage. Whether
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energy-saving LED lighting, and the storage. Whether
you are looking for an RV for a small or large group,
you will find a Jay Flight SLX 8 to fit your camping

lifestyle!

 

You can buy with us, store with us, and service
with us.  All under one roof. 

Give us a call at 925 – 243 – 6900 
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Installed Options

Pro Trucks Plus assumes no responsibility for any errors or omissions on any advertised vehicle regarding vehicle equipment, features, and prior maintenance from any previous

owners. Please verify any feature, equipment, and history prior to purchasing any vehicle. Additional fees may include any required government fees, emissions testing, and state

taxes. Out of state purchases will be subject to Alameda County tax if not delivered by the dealer to state line or professionally transported out of state. A bill of lading will be required

on all vehicles if transported out of state. Finance charges may apply if not paid in full at delivery. Dealer document preparation fee is $70. Sale price ends today at 12 pm.
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